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APPLICATION NOTE 43
Traceable CT adjustment by PPA Scale Correlation
Introduction
When using external sensors to measure current levels that are above the direct current rating of a
measurement instrument, it becomes difficult to quantify the total system accuracy because this is the sum of
two separate error components with uncertainty that is sometimes unknown.
N4L offer a leading solution to this problem by providing end-to-end ‘system calibration’ of high current
measurement systems comprising PPA power analyzers together with LEM current transducers. This involves
an ISO17025 calibration system that supplies a traceable current up to 500A and adjusts the PPA scaling to
achieve a defined total system accuracy.
System calibration is offered on a wide range of LEM fixed core CT’s and N4L precision shunts. However, we
do not offer system calibration for clamp-on current sensor designs including Rogowski Coils.
This document explains how optimum system accuracy can be achieved with clamp-on sensing devices at the
point of use, by using sensors with proven linearity and achieving traceable accuracy by correlation with an
ISO17025 certified PPA series Precision Power Analyzer.

Why does laboratory calibration of clamp-on current sensors often become meaningless?
The simple answer is positional error. To some extent, all non-contact current sensors will exhibit positional
error and it is this error component that encourages most precision power measurement products to utilise
resistive current sensing techniques where possible.
The positional error of LEM CT designs used by N4L is a low proportion of total accuracy and therefore system
calibration is a useful and meaningful process.
However, the positional error associated with most clamp-on CT designs may be a large portion of total error
and therefore a system calibration becomes less reliable, because the conductor position at the point of use is
unlikely to the be the same as the conductor position during calibration.
This problem can be more pronounced than many users realise, for example, even high specification Rogowski
designs can typically exhibit a positional error component of ± 1%. It is an unavoidable fact that the convenience
offered by clamp on sensors brings with it a sacrifice in precision compared to fixed core solutions.

Measurement correlation - A practical and effective solution for clamp-on current sensor calibration
Users of N4L measurement products will be familiar with our commitment to good metrology practice and this
includes our recommendation for customers to optimise a measurement at the point of use, when this will result
in a superior outcome.
Precision metrology depends on repeatability and traceability.
Repeatability:
Traceability:

This is achieved calibrating a sensor when the conductor is in the position that will be
used in operation.
This is provided by the ISO17025 accredited calibration reference of a PPA series
direct measurement channel.
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The principle of measurement correlation embraces the two elements of Repeatability, by applying calibration
when the CT is in the same position that it will be used in practice and Traceability, by setting the scaling
factor of a channel to which the CT is connected, at the same time that direct (and traceable) measurements are
being made. Also, since the optimum scaling of a high current sensor by correlation will usually be established at
a level that is low in the current sensor range, it is necessary to confirm the sensor linearity down to this level.

Proof of linearity on a WR5000 Rogowski current transducer
In this WR5000 type test, we apply a known current that we can measure traceably with the direct input of a
PPA5530 measurement channel (PH1) and then a second measurement channel (PH2) is connected to the
output of the CT. The CT is set up with a defined number of turns to achieve a CT current from 80% down to
0.2% of the CT range and the physical position of the turns will not be changed during the test.

PPA5530 + WR5000 + Fluke 6105A Watts Standard

WR5000 with 500A (2 turns) range and 10 primary
turns gives a total x 20 ratio.

A 20:1 scaling factor is applied to PH1 direct current input of the PPA5530 and PH2 is configured with the
default equivalent shunt value for the WR5000 500A range which is 2m Ohm and the default scale factor of 1:1.
With this default ‘non-adjusted’ measurement, the optimum scale factor can be derived from the ratio of
PH1/PH2 measured current. This ‘corrected’ scale factor can now be entered into the PH2 scale factor.

Correction scale factor (1.0013) derived from the measured
PH1/PH2 current when using a default 1:1 factor

When the corrected scale factor is entered, the WR5000
current measurement correlates with the PPA direct input
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Having established and entered the corrected WR5000 scale factor, measurements were made from 400Arms
down to 1Arms and compared with direct reference measurements made on PH1 from 20Arms to 50mArms
with 20:1 scaling to account for the CT ratio.
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Referencing measurements to the ISO17025 accredited Fluke 6105A, we can produce an accuracy / linearity table.

ISO17025 accredited
6105A Source - Arms

PH1 direct
(scaled x20)

20
10
5
1
0.5
0.25
0.05

399.93
199.94
99.954
19.995
9.997
4.9989
0.99965

PPA Deviation
PH2 WR5000 Ext with
relative to 6105A - % PPA derived scaling
0.017
0.030
0.046
0.025
0.030
0.022
0.035

399.98
199.99
99.996
19.997
9.9989
4.9983
0.99791

WR5000 Deviation
relative to 6105A - %
0.005
0.005
0.004
0.015
0.011
0.034
0.209

The PPA’s accuracy / linearity remains better than 0.05% over the complete measurement range and the
WR5000 also remains better than 0.05% down to 1% if range, dropping to 0.2% error at 0.2% of range.

User process for scale correlation
Given a magnitude error that is typically 10 times less than
positional error, it is clear an optimum scale factor for the
WR5000 can be achieved by correlation with direct
measurements on a traceable power analyzer.
Superior results are obtained with less uncertainty than is
inherent with an external laboratory, because the laboratory will
not reproduce the same geometry between the CT and
conductor being measured that will apply at the point of use.
This remains true even when low in the range of a WR5000.

Conclusions
1.

With a fixed conductor position, the WR5000 linearity is 0.05% down to 1% of measurement range and
typically 0.2% down to 0.2% of range.

2.

This linearity allows scaling by correlation at the point of use, therefore minimising positional error.

3.

The optimum ‘corrected scale factor’ for a WR5000 is derived from simultaneous PPA measurement on a
reference direct input phase within its measurement range and ≥1% of the WR5000 range.

4.

When the correct scale factor is derived from a PPA series power analyzer with ISO17025 accredited
certification, the WR5000 measurements are traceable.

5.

This method of measurement optimisation will result in superior measurement accuracy at the point of
use than is possible with external certification, where positional error introduces significant uncertainty
that is not included in a laboratory certificate.
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